A mathematical model for finite strain elastoplastic consolidation of fully saturated soil media is implemented into a finite element program. The algorithmic treatment of finite strain elastoplasticity for the solid phase is based on multiplicative decomposition and is coupled with the algorithm for fluid flow via the Kirchhoff pore water pressure. A two-field mixed finite element formulation is employed in which the nodal solid displacements and the nodal pore water pressures are coupled via the linear momentum and mass balance equations. The constitutive model for the solid phase is represented by modified Cam-Clay theory formulated in the Kirchhoff principal stress space, and return mapping is carried out in the strain space defined by the invariants of the elastic logarithmic principal stretches. The constitutive model for fluid flow is represented by a generalized Darcy's law formulated with respect to the current configuration. The finite element model is fully amenable to exact linearization. Numerical examples with and without finite deformation effects are presented to demonstrate the impact of geometric nonlinearity on the predicted responses. The paper concludes with an assessment of the performance of the finite element consolidation model with respect to accuracy and numerical stability.
Introduction
Compressible clays typically develop large deformations over a finite period of time. In many cases, large ground movement that results from time-dependent deformation impacts the performance of critical geotechnical structures. Time-dependent movement in clays may be attributed to the following factors [1] : (a) hydrodynamic lag, or consolidation, a transient phenomenon in which pore fluids are expelled from the soil mass; and (b) soil creep, a phenomenon which involves irreversible deformation arising from the viscous character of soil behavior. Creep deformations are rheological in nature and represent a time-dependent constitutive response, while consolidation involves a transient interaction between the solid and fluid phases and results in delayed deformation due to stress changes in the soil matrix. This paper focuses on modeling the time-dependent component of soil deformation due to consolidation effects.
Early analytical models for transient fluid diffusion through porous and deformable media have been developed from the pioneering works of Terzaghi [2] and Biot [3] [4] [5] [6] , who laid the mathematical foundations of the theory for linear elastic porous media under one-and three-dimensional settings, respectively. The general formulation of the theory of consolidation was well ahead of its time [7] , and only after two decades since its where i// is the pore pressure variation field. In (2.1) and (2.2), r = J<T is the symmetric Kirchhoff effective stress tensor obtained by multiplying the Cauchy effective stress tensor tr by the Jacobian J of the solid phase motion; G is the vector of gravity accelerations; t is the prescribed traction vector on 553' C dS8 reckoned with respect to the reference configuration; p 0 is a non-constant reference mass density of the soil mass; / is the time derivative of J; v is the relative velocity of flow per unit area of the deforming soil mass; Q is the prescribed volumetric rate of flow per unit undeformed area across the boundary 353 C SB (Q = 0 usually); grad is the spatial gradient operator; and div is the spatial divergence operator.
The sequence of temporal and spatial discretizations may be interchanged, and so this feature may be exploited to eliminate the rate term J in (2.2) at the outset. To this end, we consider the following time-integrated variational equation [15, 16] : 
3) Jam where At = t n + ] -t n ; and ft ft, and the a m 's are time-integration parameters. The well-known trapezoidal family of methods is recovered from (2.3) by setting k = 1, ft = 1, a l = 1, and A E [0, 1]. If j3 = 1 and k 3= 1, then we recover the family of unconditionally stable, fc-order accurate /c-step backward differentiation formula (BDF) methods [15, 16] . In this paper we will consider (2.1) and the temporally discretized (2.3) for subsequent introduction of the spatial discretization functions.
Since G and H Al are both zero, their first variations 8G and 8// A( also must vanish. Setting 8G = 0 gives S Jam where 8g is the variation of the fluid flux g, g is the gravity acceleration constant, and G is the vector of gravity accelerations (note: ||G|| = g). The second, third, and fourth integrals contain the second-order spatial permeability tensor k (assumed constant) obtained by generalizing Darcy's law to problems in two and three dimensions.
Matrix equations
The finite element matrix equations can be derived following standard lines. The idea is to introduce two possibly distinct spatial interpolation function matrices N^ix) and N e {x) for approximating the solid phase motion <j> and the pore pressure field 0.
Let the solid phase motion 4> be approximated by the spatial displacement field u '(x) G /?""'. In matrix form, we have For example, for n sd = 3, B is of dimension 6 X 3NQ. Observing that T is symmetric and expanding terms, we have ij'B'ir} = grad ?/: T, so that (3.5a) produces the first integral term in (2.1). Next, define b = {1}'B, where {1} = {1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0}' and b is of dimension 1 X 3NQ for n sd = 3. It follows that br) = r) l b l = div rj, so that (3.5b) produces the second integral term in (2.1). The third and fourth integral terms in (2.1) may be obtained from (3.5c) 
and f n = dx/dx n is the local deformation gradient reckoned with respect to the configuration at time t n .
PROOF. From (3.3) 2 , we have N 0 tff= ijt N et = if> , and so (3.7a) and (3.7c) produce the first and the third integral terms in (2.3), respectively. Next, define E as the gradient-pressure transformation matrix with a structure
For example, for n sd = 3, E is of dimension 3 X NP. Hence, Er) = grad r/ and f' n Er) = grad" r/, and so (3.7b) produces the second integral term in (2.3).
• The approximations stated above can also be used to express the first variations of G and H Al in terms of matrices. Following [28] , we assume a condition of dead loading and impose additional conditions of dead external traction (8* = 0) and dead external f functions of the first variations of d and 0.
external traction (8* = 0) and dead external flux (8g = 0 PROOF. Arrange the elements of the fourth-order tensor c into a material stiffness matrix C (for n sd = 3, C is of size 6X6) according to the procedure outlined in [37] . A simple expansion of the scalar product term rj^B'CB M (note: 8rf s = 0) then yields the equivalent expression for grad ?/ : c : grad 8M'' in (2.4) . This is the material stiffness contribution to the coefficient matrix.
Next, define the matrix where B sk is the skew component of B representing the rotational effects. For example, for n sd = 3 the matrix B sk is of dimension 3 X 3NQ, and B is of dimension 9 X 3NQ. Further, let the elements of the tensor r be assembled in the matrix T according to the procedure outlined in [38] . For n sd = 3, the matrix T is of dimension 9X9, and is always symmetric. A simple expansion of the scalar product term r)'B TB hd then yields the equivalent expression for grad r\ h : T©1 : grad Su* in (2.4) . This is the initial stress contribution to the coefficient matrix.
Finally, define a diagonal matrix I e such that for n sd = 3, I e is of dimension 9X9, and (I e ) ii = 0 for j = 1,2,3; {I e ) ii With respect to the fourth integral in (2.5), which also arises from geometric nonlinearity, the following identity can be obtained by direct expansion: 
with a summation implied over the index i= 1, 2, 3. For n sd = 3, the matrix W also is of dimension 3X9.
• Since rj and tff are both arbitrary, the conditions stated in (3.4) and (3.6) can be satisfied by the following (coupled) vector equations:
Balance of momentum:
Balance of mass:
For numerical analysis, the problem boils down to determining the configurations defined by the nodal values d and 0 at which (3.12) and (3.13) are simultaneously satisfied. If r = {r^, r e } 1 ¥= 0 for some trial configurations d and 0 , the numerical solution may be iterated via Newton's method. However, the iteration generally requires the use of a consistent tangent operator which, for the problem at hand, can simply be assembled from the previously defined coefficient matrices as
4>6
(3.14)
In general, the matrix K is non-symmetric and indefinite. The lack of symmetry of K is a consequence of solving a non-symmetric consolidation problem. However, there are conditions which result in a symmetric K even if the problem of consolidation is inherently a non-symmetric one. Obviously, K being symmetric requires that K M = K' M , which is true if and only if the permeability tensor k is symmetric. Furthermore, for small strain analysis the Jacobian J is identically equal to unity, while the second integral in (3.11a) vanishes identically since it originally arises from geometric nonlinearity (see [28] ). Thus, for this condition, K e<l> = K^e. Under the same setting imposed by the assumption of small strains, the last term in the integral of (3.9a) also vanishes, since this term is simply the linearization of the constant Jacobian. Thus, under the assumption of small strains, K^ = K\^ provided that C is symmetric (see [17] ).
Numerical examples
This section demonstrates the significance of large deformation on the consolidation response of compressible clay foundations. The examples include one-and two-dimensional (plane strain) consolidation employing mixed finite elements which combine a biquadratic 9-node displacement interpolation with a bilinear 4-node pore pressure interpolation. Time integration is carried out by the one-step, first-order accurate, unconditionally stable backward difference scheme obtained by setting k = 1, and j3 Q = /3 = a, = 1 in (2.3). The analyses were run in double precision using a FE code called SPIN2D [16] .
One-dimensional hyperelastic consolidation
Here, we consider an initially stress-free hyperelastic porous soil skeleton described by a free energy function #• that is quadratic in the principal elastic logarithmic stretches [39] . The expression for ^ in terms of the Lame parameters A and /i takes the form [2] ). During the consolidation stage, the time steps are increased according to the equation Af n+ , = 1.5 At n . This results in nearly equally spaced data points when the time-history responses are plotted on the logarithmic time axis. Excess pore pressures are generated by applying a vertical downward Cauchy load of Aw ( dllchy) = -90kPa instantaneously at the top of the soil column, producing the initial pore pressure isochrone also shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the variations with respect to time of the fluid potential 77 = IJ + U e = 9/(Jp v g) + x 2 at a Gauss point A near the impervious base initially situated at a distance of 4.894 m from the top of the undeformed soil column. Here, the potential IJ takes the physical meaning of being the total hydraulic head at this particular Gauss point [41] . The small strain solution shown in Fig. 2 is generated analytically from the one-dimensional linear consolidation model of Terzaghi [2] . Prior to consolidation, the fluid potentials predicted by the small strain and the finite deformation models are the same and are equal to 14 m, of which 9 m represents the transient part produced by the 90 kPa imposed vertical load. Note in Fig. 2 that whereas the fluid potential predicted by the Terzaghi solution decays to the initial steady-state value of 77 <sma ' = 5 m since the height of the soil column remains essentially the same at 5 m due to the small strain assumption, the finite deformation solution approaches a steady-state value of 77* inite> = 3.24 m representing the final compressed height of the soil column.
The validity of the finite deformation solution can be checked from the following simple manual calculations. For a one-dimensional constrained compression the Jacobian J at steady-state condition can be calculated from the ratio of the final to initial column heights. Thus, J = 3.24/5 = 0.648, and is constant throughout the height of the soil column. The final Kirchhoff effective vertical stress is equal to Ai (Kirchhoff) _ 7Ai (Cauchy) -58.32 kPa, which is also distributed uniformly throughout the height of the soil column at steady-state condition. Since the elastic constitutive equation is expressed in terms of the Kirchhoff stresses, we have This gives a uniform vertical elastic principal logarithmic stretch of e\ = -0.433. The corresponding vertical elastic principal stretch is A^ = exp(^) = 0.648, which checks with the computed steady-state value of the Jacobian J. Fig. 3 shows the isochrones of Cauchy pore pressures plotted for different values of the equivalent time factor T. The Cauchy pore pressures were calculated as <p = #// at the Gauss points by interpolating the Kirchhoff nodal pore pressures provided by the global solution, and then dividing them by the Jacobians computed at the Gauss points (the Cauchy pore pressures cannot be evaluated at the nodes since the values of the Jacobians are not available at the nodes). Observe that the isochrones predicted by the finite deformation model move spatially as a result of the large deformation effect. For comparison purposes, the isochrones computed from the Terzaghi model are also plotted in Fig. 3. 
One-dimensional hyperelastic-plastic consolidation
Next, we repeat the analysis of the previous section but now utilize a widely used critical state constitutive model for soils-the modified Cam-Clay plasticity model. With reference to finite deformation analysis, we are particularly interested in a problem where the domain of interest has no characteristic initial stress-free configuration relative to which the current configuration may be referenced. An example of such a situation is a soil deposit initially subjected to its own dead weight, where removing the gravity load does not necessarily lead to a meaningful initial stress-free configuration since soils are deposited in nature by a physical process of sedimentation. The example described below illustrates a procedure that may be used to establish a reference configuration that is not stress-free.
The initialization phase to establish an initially stressed reference configuration requires applying the soil's self-weight and determining the internal stresses that balance this load. Here, a small-strain analysis is carried out so that the internal stresses generated by the solution take on a Cauchy definition. Once the gravity loads have been imposed, the displacements may be reinitialized to zero prior to the beginning of the consolidation analysis. Since the post-gravity configuration is the reference configuration, the Jacobian takes on the initial value J = 1 prior to the consolidation analysis.
Let us now describe an elasto-plastic constitutive model in which the elastic component shows the soil response being dependent on the values of the internal stresses. For clays, we consider a class of stored energy functions of the form ^^j + 2M^f, (4.2a) where f/ is the elastic shear modulus defined by the expression [42] . By setting a = 0 the elastic shear modulus fi can be approximated by a constant value /n 0 >0, while setting /n 0 = 0 and a >0 results in fi also varying linearly with the effective mean normal stress [33] .
is zero at the post-gravity configuration, *P takes on a nonzero value at this reference configuration. Let us next consider a plasticity model based on modified Cam-Clay theory of critical state soil mechanics [32] , reformulated in [33] to include finite deformation effects. In the small strain regime, the yield function takes the form
3) M where p is the effective mean normal Cauchy stress, q is the second invariant of the deviatoric component of the Cauchy stress tensor, p c is the preconsolidation pressure of the soil, and M is a material parameter representing the slope of the critical state line on the p-q space. In the finite strain regime, the yield function is obtained by replacing p, q andp f in (4.3) by their Kirchhoff counterparts, P = Jp, Q = Jq, and P c , respectively [33] . Central to the reformulated model is a bilogarithmic hardening law that is appropriate for cases involving large plastic volumetric strains [43] . The plasticity model described in [33] is coupled with the energy-conserving elasticity model described in the preceding paragraph through a formulation based on a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient. This hyperelastic-plastic constitutive model is capable of replicating plastic volumetric compaction and dilation that are essential for testing the robustness of the nonlinear consolidation model.
The material parameters used in the one-dimensional simulations are shown in Table 1 . Two sets of compressibility parameters are used to describe the volume change behavior of the soil: (ii. A) for the small strain case, and (K, A) for the large strain case. See [33] for a description of the physical significance of these parameters. The mass densities of the solid and fluid phases, p s and p w , respectively, are assumed to be constant. These mass densities, together with the porosity <p of the soil skeleton, may be used to determine the saturated mass density p saI of the soil-water mixture through the expression Psa, =(! -<P)P s + <PPv,-(4-4)
The same finite element mesh and boundary conditions shown in Fig. 1 are used in the present ID simulation. The small strain initialization phase consists of applying the gravity loads, and then determining the internal stresses that balance these loads. Since the stored energy function (4.2) results in an elastic bulk modulus that is a linear function of the volumetric effective stress, nonzero initial stresses are required to get the solution Fig. 4 . One-dimensional hyperelastic-plastic consolidation: initial effective stresses generated by constant and variable weight density assumptions. Fig. 5 . One-dimensional hyperelastic-plastic consolidation: initial overconsolidation ratio R generated by constant and variable weight density assumptions.
started. A small initial value of -10.0 kPa has been assumed at all Gauss points for the isotropic stress p and the preconsolidation pressure p c for this initialization run. Fig. 4 shows the horizontal (a -,,) and vertical (a 22 ) Cauchy effective stress distributions generated by the gravity load. Together with the initial hydrostatic pore pressure distribution shown in Fig. 1 , the stresses of Fig.  4 are the consistent internal stresses that balance this load. Two sets of solution are shown in Fig. 4 . The first solution shows the saturated mass density p sal varying with depth due to change in the value of the porosity <p with depth as a result of increasing overburden load. This initial stress condition is useful for subsequent large-strain analysis. The second solution assumes a constant p sat = 1.506 t/m, and is useful for subsequent small-strain analysis. Since Fig. 4 shows that the initial conditions for the small and finite deformation analyses are nearly the same, a comparison of the results from these two analyses is meaningful. Fig. 5 shows a plot of the variation of initial overconsolidation ratio of the soil with depth. For purposes of definition, the generalized overconsolidation ratio R in a small strain setting is defined as 
5)
In a finite strain setting, the Kirchhoff stress quantities P, Q and P c may be substituted in (4.5) in lieu of the Cauchy stress quantities p, q and p c . Thus, R = 1 implies a normally consolidated soil (^ = 0), while R > 1 implies an overconsolidated soil (^<0). Clearly, initially setting the effective isotropic stress p to -lOkPa prior to the gravity load imposition phase causes the stress points near the ground surface to become overconsolidated due to insufficient overburden weight to make the stress points yield, while at greater depths the soil tends to become normally consolidated due to higher overburden loads. Fig. 5 shows that, again, the difference between the constant and variable mass density solutions is small, thus allowing for a meaningful comparison of the subsequent small and finite deformation analysis results.
A vertical downward load of Aw (Cauchy) = -90kPa was next applied at the top of the soil column in 3 time steps at a constant rate of 30.0kPa/day, with At = 1.0 day each time step. Then, the resulting excess pore pressures were allowed to dissipate with time. The results employing small and large strain assumptions are shown in Fig. 6 , which depicts a comparison of the variations with respect to time of the total fluid potential 77 at the same Gauss point A shown in Fig. 1 . Observe that the dissipation of hydraulic head is faster for the finite deformation solution due to a reduced drainage path resulting from the compaction of the soil column. Furthermore, the finite deformation solution exhibits a steady-state hydraulic potential of approximately 3.3 m, which represents a 34% decrease in the total height of the soil column. Table 1 . Again, the isochrones predicted by the latter solution reflect a moving domain resulting from the inclusion of finite deformation effects. A comparison of the average degrees of consolidation (7 avc predicted by the two solutions is depicted in Fig. 8 . Here, £/ ave is defined as the ratio between the time-varying ground surface settlement to the ultimate settlement at the end of consolidation. Note that the small strain solution predicts a slower rate of consolidation than the finite deformation solution because the latter solution considers explicitly the reduction in length of the drainage path, which enhances the dissipation of excess pore pressures. (This effect could be offset by a reduction of the coefficient of permeability of the soil as it consolidates, but this factor has not been taken into consideration in the present analysis.) Geometric effects are usually considered negligible in routine calculations, but this example shows that they can change the character of the solution when the deformation is large.
Plane strain hyperelastic consolidation
Closed-form solutions are available for the problem of plane strain consolidation of an elastic half-space subjected to a uniform strip load [44] . In this example, we will attempt to replicate these solutions numerically and demonstrate the significance of finite deformation effects on the response of a consolidating hyperelastic soil medium deforming in plane strain. composed of 132 D9P4 mixed elements with 575 displacement nodes and 156 pore pressure nodes. The bottom of the clay layer is assumed to be rigid, rough, and perfectly draining, and subjected to a constant value of total potential equal to 77= 20.0 m. The material parameters are A = 0 and fi = 250 kPa (corresponding to Young's modulus £ = 500kPa and Poisson's ratio v = 0). A strip load of w (Cauchy) = 120kPa is applied nearly instantaneously (over a period of Ar = 10 days, which is very small compared to /== 10 000 days required to reach complete consolidation) at the ground surface, and is then held constant while the soil undergoes consolidation. Permeabilities are k = k n = k 22 = 8.64 X 10~4 m/day, and k l2 = k 2l = 0; fluid mass density is p w = 1.0 ton/m 3 . The soil elements are assumed to be initially stress-free. Fig. 10 shows the closed-form solution for the time-variation of the centerline excess pore pressure at depth z = a beneath the strip load on a semi-infinite elastic halfspace [44] . Along with this solution are the predictions of the numerical model. For convenience, the excess pore pressures have been normalized with respect to the embankment load intensity w according to the expression (#-# 0 )/w, where # 0 is the reference hydrostatic Cauchy pore pressure. The point corresponding to z = a in the mesh of Fig. 9 is node A, which is situated at a depth of 5 m from the base of the embankment. The small strain FE solution readily provides the time variation of the pore pressure at this point, since node A is a pore pressure node. However, the large strain model needs the values of the Jacobian to determine the Cauchy pore pressures, which are not readily available at the nodal points. Thus, we choose the nearest Gauss point to node A to assess the accuracy of the numerical model. For consistency in presentation, both the small-strain and large-strain FE solutions are evaluated at Gauss point B located at horizontal and vertical distances of 0.211 m from node A, see Fig. 9 . A normalized time factor, T=ct/a , where c = 2 / u,/c/(gp w ) and t is elapsed time since the beginning of the consolidation, is used to describe the solutions in the time domain.
A comparison of the curves shown in Fig. 10 suggests that higher pore pressures are induced in the large strain case by the sudden application of the external load at the early stage of the consolidation process. Thereafter, the dissipation occurs at almost the same rate up to a time factor 7 = 5.0, when the large strain solution stabilizes while the small strain solution is still decreasing. Note that the large strain solution asymptotically approaches a nonzero excess pore pressure since the final steady-state pore pressure is numerically different from the initial hydrostatic pore pressure due to the variation in the geometric configuration of the problem. As expected, the small strain FE solution agrees better with the closed-form solution, but is not identical to it because of the limitation of the FE model in representing a halfspace and because of the use of a finite time increment to impose the embankment load, among other factors. Both the closed-form and FE solutions exhibit the Mandel-Cryer effect, or the initial increase in excess pore pressure, which is a characteristic feature of the coupled solution [40] . Fig. 11 shows the isochrones of constant Cauchy pore pressures predicted by the small and finite deformation models along the vertical line X, = 0.211 m beneath the embankment load. This line is defined by the column of Gauss points closest to the axis of symmetry of the problem (i.e. the centerline). Note that the large strain solution predicts a steady-state isochrone defined by a nearly straight line with an apparent slope equivalent to a fluid with mass density of about 1.23tons/m\ which is greater than the assumed fluid mass density of p w = l.Oton/m . This is a result of a local artesian condition characterized by steady-state upward seepage created by the reduction in thickness of the consolidating layer, as the top and bottom drainage boundary conditions remain unchanged. The Cauchy pore pressure at the bottom boundary converges toward a steady-state value that is slightly higher than the initial value. This is a consequence of prescribing the essential boundary condition in the form of Kirchhoff pore pressure, which was amplified by the inverse of the Jacobian that is less than unity due to volumetric compression of the soil.
Plane strain hyper elastic-plastic consolidation
As a final example, we consider the problem of a strip flexible footing resting on a compressible clay that has been subjected previously to a surface preload. Preloading creates an initially overconsolidated state that makes the response of the soil stiffer upon subsequent reloading. The FE mesh used for this problem is shown in Fig.  12 . Here, the clay deposit is represented by the same mesh of Fig. 9 , but a 1 m-thick layer of sand elements represented by 12 D9P0 finite elements is now placed on top of the clay layer to simulate a drainage blanket. CAUCHY PORE PRESSURE, kPa The top sand layer is modeled as a hyperelastic material with material parameters shown in Table 2 . A reference porosity <p Q is required by the large strain model since it calculates the macroscopic mass density of the soil as a function of porosity. The underlying soft clay is modeled as a hyperelastic-plastic modified Cam-Clay material with the same material parameters shown in Table 1 .
As in the example of Section 4.2, the initialization procedure entails running small strain analyses to generate the initial reference configurations produced by the gravity loads, with and without consideration of the variation of porosity with depth. The soil is next preloaded to surface loads of 30kPa, 15 kPa, and zero (normally consolidated), producing three states of soil overconsolidation. For the case of 30 kPa-preload, Figs. 13 and 14 show the variations with depth of the initial state of stress and overconsolidation ratio R of the soil. The results of Figs. 13 and 14 show the horizontal effective stresses varying nonlinearly with depth due to 'locked-in' stresses produced by the preload, but are otherwise nearly the same for the two runs, as are the vertical effective stresses and the overconsolidation ratio profiles. Similar results are obtained for the zero-and 15 kPa-preload cases. The initial conditions generated above are next utilized to study the small and large strain consolidation responses of the foundation soil to a surface embankment load.
Next, a strip load of intensity w = 75 kPa was applied over a half-width of a = 5 m at a constant rate over a period of 90 days, after which it was held constant. Again, this amount of time is very small in comparison to the time required to reach complete consolidation, and so the soil essentially behaves in an undrained fashion during the embankment load application stage. Fig. 15 shows the evolution of the ground surface centerline settlements with depth as predicted by the large strain analyses, along with the prediction of the small strain analysis for the extreme case of no preload. As expected, the large strain analyses predict smaller values of vertical displacements. These displacements in turn decrease with increasing values of the overconsolidation ratio R. Fig. 16 shows the evolution of the Cauchy pore pressure i? = 8/J at Gauss point B (see Fig. 12 ). Note that the large strain solution predicts lower initial excess pore pressures but slightly higher final steady-state pore Fig. 13 . Plane strain hyperelastic-plastic consolidation: initial effective stresses generated by constant and variable weight density assumptions. pressures. The final steady-state pore pressures predicted by the large-strain model reflect the same local artesian condition created by considering the finite reduction in thickness of the consolidating layer similar to the effect described in the example of Section 4.3. Fig. 17 compares the deformed meshes at time instants t = 90, 1482 and 29 349 days predicted by the large deformation and small strain models for the case in which the soil was preloaded to 15 kPa. Superimposed in these figures are the zones of plastification (shaded region) characterized by the condition R = 1. The rigid wedge effect is evident from the deformed meshes as thin prisms of overconsolidated clay persist to form directly beneath the embankment load. However, observe that the small strain solution predicts a more widespread zone of plastification than does the finite deformation solution.
The results of Fig. 17 are elaborated further in Figs. 18 and 19 , which show a comparison of the effective Cauchy and Kirchhoff stress paths at the same Gauss point B predicted by the small strain and finite deformation models, respectively (recall that the finite deformation constitutive model is formulated in terms of the Kirchhoff stresses). Note that during the embankment loading stage the undrained effective stress paths predicted by the small-strain model have essentially reached the critical state line, implying that the soil is already at or near failure at the end of the embankment loading stage. On the other hand, for the same loading the finite deformation model still predicts subfailure conditions in all three cases. Consequently, the small strain model could not produce convergent results when the embankment load exceeded 75 kPa. In contrast, the finite deformation model could accommodate embankment loads as high as 90 kPa. As for the undrained effective stress paths in the overconsolidated range, vertical slopes are predicted by both models, implying uncoupled volumetric and deviatoric elastic responses associated with the use of the hyperelastic equation (4.2), with a = 0 [33, 34, 42] .
Figs. 18 and 19 show that during consolidation the stress points move away from the critical state line, causing the yield surface to expand further. Consolidation creates a condition in which the Jacobian J continually decreases with time as a result of the volumetric compaction of the soil skeleton (in contrast, the value of J is equal to unity during undrained loading, and hence, the values of the Cauchy and Kirchhoff stresses remain identical during this period). Consequently, the soil experiences a gain of shear strength due to strain hardening. A comparison of the expanded yield loci depicted in the two figures suggests that the small strain model predicts more intense plastification than does the finite deformation model during both the undrained loading and the consolidation stages. Finally, Table 3 compares typical convergence profiles exhibited by Newton-Raphson iterations during the undrained embankment loading and consolidation stages. The analyses pertain to the worst-case scenario of no preload (initially normally consolidated soil profile), where the solution requires the most number of iterations to converge. Note that the undrained loading stage is driven in the initial iteration by the unbalanced residual forces r^ of (3.12) arising from the incremental embankment load, whereas the consolidation stage is driven by the unbalanced fluid flow r g of (3.13) due to diffusion effects (which in turn is converted into unbalanced forces r^ during the next iteration, causing the relative residual norm at iteration #1 of the consolidation analysis, \\r ||/||r ||, to jump up about two orders of magnitude, see Table 3 ). Interestingly, the large strain solution typically converges one iteration faster than the small strain solution during the embankment loading stage, but the trend is reversed during the consolidation stage. All in all, this example shows that consistent linearization makes running a finite deformation elastoplastic consolidation analysis just as manageable as running an equivalent nonlinear small strain analysis.
Summary and conclusions
A mathematical model based on multiplicative plasticity for finite strain elasto-plastic consolidation of fully saturated soil media has been implemented into a finite element program. The solid phase is described by a hyperelastic-plastic version of modified Cam-Clay model capable of representing plastic volumetric compaction that accompanies the compression of clayey soils. Fluid flow is described by the generalized Darcy's law formulated with respect to the current configuration. The two constitutive laws are both amenable to consistent linearization in closed form.
Numerical examples involving one-dimensional compression and two-dimensional plane strain loading on compressible clays demonstrate the usefulness of the finite deformation model. Specifically, a plane-strain example problem was run on clays that have varying degrees of overconsolidation to show that, unlike the commonly used hypoelastic-based finite strain models which are restricted to small elastic strains, the new formulation can also accommodate for the development of large elastic strains. In addition, the formulation used in the model circumvents the rate issue in finite deformation analysis. A comparison of results of small strain and finite deformation analyses show that large deformation effects can significantly influence the predicted deformation and pore pressure responses of the soil, as well as the time-variation of the average degree of consolidation. Results further indicate that consistent linearization makes running a finite deformation elastoplastic consolidation analysis just as manageable as running an equivalent nonlinear small strain analysis.
